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Not Ashamed
Gateway Worship

Song:Not Ashamed
Artist:Gateway Worship
Album:Forever Yours(2012)

Key of Bb
Tempo:143 BPM
Play these chords in bar form, or to play with a capo: put capo on 3rd fret and
transpose to G 

Intro: Bb   | Bb   | Fm   | Fm   | Ab   | Ab   | Eb   | Eb   |

Verse 1:Bb                                      
        Love came broke through my darkest night
        Fm                                                                  
        Broke chains and surrounded me with light
        Ab                  Eb 
        I m alive on the inside, can t hide it
                       Fm 
        This love I ve found can t hide it
                     Ab                                    Eb
        Gonna make a shout so loud the world will hear the sound

        Let s let  em hear it! 

Chorus 1:Bb 
         I am not ashamed I am not ashamed no way!
         Fm                         Ab
         I ve been saved by amazing grace
                                     Eb 
         And nothing s gonna take it away from me awaaaaayyy

REPEAT INTRO

Verse 2:Bb  
        I m saved, led out to the light
        Fm                           Ab
        Remade by the blood of Jesus Christ
                           Eb
        I m alive on the inside can t hide it
                       Fm
        This love I ve found can t hide it
                     Ab                                    Eb
        Gonna make a shout so loud the world will hear the sound

        Let s let  em hear it!

Chorus 2:Bb         



         I am not ashamed I am not ashamed no way!
         Fm                         Ab
         I ve been saved by amazing grace
                                     Eb
         And nothing s gonna take it away from me awaaaaaayyy
         Bb                                           Fm
         I am not ashamed I am not ashamed I m changed
                              Ab
         By the power of Your name
                                     Eb
         And nothing s gonna take it away from me awaaaaayyyy

Instrumental: Bb    | Bb    | Bb    | Bb    | (building)

Bridge 1 (down):Gm7                               Bb
                Not height nor depth nor trial or pain
                                       Gm7
                Can seperate or take away
                                          Bb
                My hope my life my joy or song
                                           Gm7
                In Jesus I ll be standing strong

REPEAT BRIDGE 1 (building)

Bridge 2 (full):Gm7                               Bb
                Not height nor depth nor trial or pain
                                      Gm7
                Can seperate or take away
                                          Bb
                My hope my life my joy or song
                                           Ab
                In Jesus I ll be standing strong

REPEAT CHORUS 2 (down)

REPEAT CHORUS 2 (full)

REPEAT INTRO 

END ON Bb 

Order: Intro
       Verse 1 
       Chorus 1 
       Intro
       Verse 2
       Chorus 2(full band)
       Instrumental(building) (end on crash out)
       Bridge 1(down)
       Bridge 1(building)
       Bridge 2(full) 
       Chorus 2(down)



       Chorus 2(full)
       Intro 
       End 


